
Automating Rigid Mailers and Padded Envelopes process

The easiest way for e-tailers to pack  items for shipment

PC ADD is CMC developed Line Controller available in all main international languages for:

Document handling
- Barcode readers
(matching, tracking,
sequence control,
no read, lot control)
- Addressing
- Sorting
- Read & Print

Data Integrity
- Reports
- Logs
- Database update

Management of
File-based production
- Selectivity
- Printing of invoices
and delivery notes
- Printing and despatch
labels for the carrier

Management of
CMC line devices
- Feeders
- Rejects
- Ink-jet printers
- Labellers
- Weighing systems

PC ADD CONTROLLER

PC REGIA SYSTEM

PC REGIA is CMC-developed remote supervision controller for multiple CMC lines capable of managing,
splitting, merging multiple complex jobs across several PC ADD controllers.
- Duplicates checking between lines
- Up to 10 CMC inserting lines
- Monitoring lines in real time
- Up to 10 different jobs at the same time
- Job assignment and management (i.e. duplicates checking and reprinting)
- Data and Mail stream Integrity
- Web-based global statistics

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

LENGHT

WIDTH

FLAP

PADDED MAILERS:
Standard envelope size#1:

Width 290 mm

Lenght 240 mm

Flap 35 mm

Standard envelope size#2

Width 290 mm

Lenght 380 mm

Flap 40 mm

RIGID MAILERS:
Standard envelope size#1:

Width 335 mm

Lenght 235 mm

Flap 50 mm

Standard envelope size#2

Width 380 mm

Lenght 240 mm

Flap 45 mm

Min. Enveloping Thickness 2 mm

Max. Enveloping Thickness 25,4 mm (not compressed)

Max. Speed 2.500 BAGS/HOUR
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The CMC is a compact continuous motionSmart Mailer
inserter which allows running a wide range of products.

The machine can feed either standard or non-standard
products, by means of rotary feeders, shuttle feeders and
hand feeding areas for non-standard products like CDs,
cards or gimmicks, etc.

Thanks to its modular configuration, CMC Smart Mailer
can be customized to a wide range of products granting
the highest integrity of data during the enveloping process
with real-time product tracking controls, barcodes
matching through optical readers or cameras, in line
printing, selective feeding according to the barcode
coming from a database, final daily report of all product
runs sent to a company network system.

All adjustments are fast and easy, ensuring correct and
quick setting.

Bagging section

MACHINE MAIN UNITS:

1. Product loading station

2. Product loading station

3. Barcode reader

4. Mailer Feeder

5. Bagging section

6. By-pass unit

7. Mailers gluer

8. Filled mailers output

9. Final collecting conveyor
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Stand Alone Mouse-Me
for automatic feeding of

the same product
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